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We believe this will be normal... 

Within
5 years

In 10 years
(2030)

In 30 years
(2050)

Later Never : 25%

Impact on our society

Very negative Very positive

Impact on our daily life

Very negative Very positive

In a world where every hardware 
component could host a virus that 
spies on us, families have 
electronic-free safe rooms in their 
homes to preserve their privacy. 

Nothing used to be more private than our homes. 
It provided the necessary shelter and protection for 
the outside world, allowing us to develop our private 
selves, dreaming away in peace far from the ever 
growing public world. With billions of smartphones, 
vocal assistants and connected devices, our homes 
are now potentially widely public places. 
Due to malicious creepware, or being listened by our 
“normal” services, we are individually and collectively 
deeply concerned. “0 Privacy” is starting to be our 
default mode. Trust has faded away, ethics is 
theoretical, legislation is slow to evolve. 
No one can be guaranteed true privacy. 
Electronic devices are being banned from 
boardrooms or government facilities, soon from 
parts of our homes. To preserve ourselves, we are 
being forced into organizing real world incognito 
mode, privacy oasis and securing explicit times for 
full disconnection. One of our greatest fear might 
well end up being extremely positive, socially 
reconnecting us on the physical space, away from 
screens.

What future are we
shaping with technology?

Devotopias survey was lead by Devoteam from October, 21st 
2019  to December, 18th 2019. 900 people responded on an 
international scope - mainly European - including 69% of 
Devoteam employees, 66% men and 34% women.

...Probably one of the most 
important threat, and not 
only at home…

                   Benoit - France

Annoying to have to go that way, 
but a positive outcome for families 
if they can protect their privacy 
and spend less time with 
electronics and screens.

                        Flemming - Denmark


